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the context for what follows: 

 

The day I spoke with Peter by phone when it was decided that I would speak to you today 

on this topic, among the suggested scripture readings for that day (Tuesday,Week 18 ) 

were the following: 

   

Numbers, 12:1-13. 

 

Now Moses was the most humble of men, the humblest man on earth ..... 

(If any man among you is a prophet 

I make myself known to him in a vision 

I speak to him in a dream.) 

 

Not so with my servant Moses:.... 

I speak with him face to face,.... 

and he sees the form of the Lord. 

 

Matthew, 15:1-2, 10-14. 

 

The pharisees and the scribes from Jerusalem came to Jesus and said:  Why do 

your disciples break away from the tradition of the elders?.... 

  

Listen, and understand. What goes into the mouth does not make a man unclean; 

it is what comes out of the mouth that makes him unclean. 

 

Did you know that the Pharisees were shocked when they heard what you said? 

 

Any plant my heavenly Father has not planted will be pulled up by the roots. 

Leave them alone. They are blind men leading blind men; and if one blind man 

leads another, both will fall into a pit. 

 

And then I looked at what would be the readings for today - Sunday Week 20: 

 

Hebrews, 12:1-4. 

 

 Let us not lose sight of Jesus who leads us in...faith....: for the sake of the joy 

which was still in the future, he endured the cross, disregarding the shamefulness 

of it. 

 

Luke, 12:49-53 

 

 Do you suppose I am here to bring peace? No,...rather division. 

 

All these may refer a little to what I wish to speak about.  
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a long – still-continuing – “leave of absence” 

 

For a long time I was not absolutely sure I should be here today. There were several 

reasons for my hesitancy. 

  

A quarter a century ago I took "leave of absence" from this archdiocese. This is the first 

time I have spoken in the archdiocese since. I would like first to talk briefly about that 

lengthy - still-continuing - absence. The reasons for my decision twenty-five years long 

"absence" are also directly part of what I want to talk about with you today.  

 

the church is dying 

 

28 years ago Mietek de Habicht, the then secretary of the I. O. C.  - the umbrella 

organisation under which all catholic lay organisations at that time were gathered for 

purposes of Vatican "dialogue" - oversight" - whatever - asked me to prepare a paper on 

religion and culture for their meeting in Vienna. The line I developed used the life-cycle 

of an orange as a parable or explanatory metaphor to understand the relationship between 

religion and culture, and also to indicate at what part of the cycle that relationship then 

stood, at least as far as western european culture and roman catholicism were concerned.  

 

At the heart of every culture - even our apparently secular materialist culture today - lie 

values that ultimately can only be understood in religious terms. The spiritual reality, the 

life, that lies at the heart of any culture and/ or of its related organised religion - is like the 

life force in the orange.  

 

While the orange is developing on the tree the patterns of growth are easily discernable. 

However once the orange has been fully formed it begins to die. The life force then has to 

be seen in the decay of the orange. Its shell will become hard, while inwardly it will rot. 

None - or few - cells will appear to sustain the old forms, the old structures. What was 

once seen as a unified whole will be seen to disintegrate as the life force enters into those 

small disparate seeds at its centre, seeds that have also been infected from other life forms 

- previously seen as alien to the life of the original orange.  

 

That was the point where in 1964 I saw european civilisation and roman catholicism had 

arrived, a ripened orange, at its height, its greatest beauty/ perfection - about to decay and 

die. When I read the draft of the paper to Mietek he decided to withdraw the invitation to 

speak.  

 

At that time no one wanted to hear that the Church was dying.  

 

We were in the middle of the second Vatican Council. (I have always said that one of the 

great proofs that the Spirit has not entirely abandoned the church was the fact of John 

XXIII emerging when he did to call the Council just when the whole of our culture was 

about to implode.)  
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But, about the same time, at the request of the lay observers Paul VI had appointed to the 

Vatican Council, I too was appointed. Working inside that extraordinary event, I 

experienced first-hand how profoundly - radically to use accurately that often misused 

word - the Council was forcing the Church back to its roots.  

 

At the same time, my doctoral work at the university on Aquinas had made me see that if 

one was to know and to enter into the mystery that is Jesus, the Christ, into whatever the 

mystery of a Triune God was all about, one must begin with creation … this creation … 

with one's own humanity.  

 

At the time my thesis was seen as dangerously radical - to use that word in that other 

sense in which it is often wrongly used. One irate professor exclaimed: "If you're right 

we've all been wrong for 700 years in our interpretation of Aquinas - and that on the most 

central point of his whole synthesis." I replied, " I don't know if I am right, but if I am 

wrong, show me the page and paragraph where my thinking is wrong or where it diverges 

from Aquinas's."  

 

[In the centuries since Aquinas had written, one school of theologians had argued that 

Aquinas had meant one series of the theses or propositions he had expounded, but not 

another set which were judged by the theologians concerned to be irreconcilable with 

those they were prepared to accept as valid. The other group accepted the validity of the 

second set of propositions but rejected the first. All I did was argue Aquinas meant both 

sets. What needed to be done was to re-examine the point at which the two seemed to 

meet. But that required we reexamine the relationship between Jesus's humanity and his 

place as the second person in the Trinity.]  

 

I should add that years later, when finally I defended that thesis in Rome before some of 

the heavies of the Holy Office, the then head of the University of St Thomas Aquinas in 

the city was gracious enough to remark: "If this thesis stands up it will allow us to see 

where the old vision of the church meets with that which seems to be emerging.  

 

Then God intervened directly.  

 

It was discovered I had TB and that it had already moved into both my lungs. I spent the 

best part of the next year in a sanatorium in Switzerland. There, locked away in my own 

"magic mountain", I lived through the somewhat traumatic emotional/ psychological/ 

spiritual roller-coaster ride which often accompanies that disease.  

 

In the process I realised how deeply, till then, I had been living my life by other peoples' 

answers. But I also discovered, they were answers that very often were pirated, parroted 

replies to questions the parrots who had "taught" me had never really asked of 

themselves.  

 

In the midst of my personal crisis those answers did not hold water. Everything I had 

been taught to believe went out the window, except some sort of a "sense" that God is - 
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whatever God is - and that Jesus had lived and died, and in some way which I did not 

understand, still lived beyond death.  

 

“love to be in hell” 

 

In the middle of my "dark night" God sent an angel to speak to me, though he came in the 

guise of self-proclaimed agnostic out of a long protestant tradition. One Monday morning 

just before the hospital staff came on their weekly teaching round I had received a letter 

from a priestly colleague in Australia to whom in an earlier letter I had opened my heart, 

my pain, my confusion. His reply was as lacking in empathy as any could have been. 

Hans Naegli, the head of the sanitorium, seeing the tears streaming down my face, moved 

the other doctors on to the next bed. Then: "How are things in hell today, John?"  "Not 

very bright, Doctor. But why do you, with what you have told me about your self, use an 

expression like that?" "There is no other word for it. All I ask of you is, love to be in hell; 

walk as deeply into it as you are asked; you will learn much - and - your tuberculosis will 

be cured." The best piece of spiritual direction I have every received. Later I wrote to the 

archbishop and told him I would be of little use to him when I returned: I no longer knew 

what I could preach; I had to begin from the beginning asking all the questions as if I had 

never had an answer before.  

 

Over the next months there were some interesting "discussions" between us until 

eventually +Paddy Mary [O’Donnell] agreed, despite it "being against the dignity of the 

clergy" as he put it, that I should work as a labourer  - at the Albion Park/ Doomben race 

tracks in Brisbane. After all, Jesus was, if not a carpenter, certainly as the son of one, a 

carpenter's apprentice. [Perhaps he was so "incomplete" in that avocation, he decided he 

should take up preaching instead]; Peter was a fisherman, Paul a tent-maker.  

 

Earning my keep with my own sweat left my mind free to ask/ to pursue the "questions" 

wherever they might want to lead me without the pressure to conform to answers 

received.  For a quarter of a century I have been on that journey.  

 

“ask the questions … as if there never before had been an answer” 

 

A few years after that journey had begun, Charles Moeller came to Brisbane. At the time 

Charles was the Under-Secretary of the Holy Office - the old Inquisition - today's 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith [- a less historically overloaded name, though 

it is questionable whether its tactics and its spirit have changed fundamentally since the 

days of its grandeur, organising the odd auto da fe (the way Nero used do) to keep away 

the winter's chills.] Charles Moeller was later moved on from that Roman Congregation 

and is now dead; and Paul VI, probably one of the greatest popes we have had in the past 

1000 years, has also long since died. Almost certainly many of that Congregation's 

present attitudes would have been impossible under either man. [But, in terms of 

historical evolution, the events of recent years probably have had to happen - part of the 

old orange's dying.]  
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For various reasons Moeller and I became friends: among other things he stressed in his 

talks to the assembled bishops and clergy here in Brisbane that we stood at a time in 

history when we had to ask all the fundamental questions: what does it mean to be 

human? what does it mean to be saved? who is this person Jesus of Nazareth? and is 

there any real need for the church? - as if we had never had an answer before.  

 

One afternoon as, between his lectures, we strolled along the river bank at the University 

here, Charles asked me how did I now see the Church. Remember this was 21 years ago. 

I replied:  

"It is like a seed that has lain in the soil for a long time - at least since Trent - if 

not before, alive in itself, with its own inner organic structures, but essentially cut 

off from the world, the society about it. The Second World War and now the 

Vatican Council have forced the seed to germinate. Every day various cells are 

abandoning their place within the seed, moving out - not knowing where they are 

going, except that they are being drawn by the warmth, the light of God, of life 

they sense within them. In their going, perforce, they are getting their sustenance, 

no longer merely from within the seed, but also in part, and gradually it will be 

more and more, from the soil around them. In turn they are being "coloured", by 

this new nourishment. They are already being seen by those still in the seed to be 

different - very different - and dangerous for apparently no longer being subject 

to the forms and authority structures of the seed. Some will/ do call us traitors." 

(The Cardinal Secretary of State still does. He recently likened Leonardo Boff to 

Judas because he had resigned from the priesthood.) "What was essential," I 

urged Moeller, "lest we face the catastrophe of another Reformation, was that 

neither the seed, nor those moving out from it deny the unity of the life force in 

which they had their being” 

 Charles stopped in mid stride and embraced me:  

"That is the most perfect image of the church in its present crisis anyone has yet 

given me. In my position in the Holy Office I do not feel myself "called" to move 

out of the old shell, but I stand near the point where it has burst. I see my work as 

trying to make it a little easier for those who feel called to move, actually to 

follow their call with as little pain as possible. Please God you will have the 

courage to keep going, though I know your journey will be at times a very very 

lonely one."   

 

 

“the Church and priesthood of 50 years hence”  

 

Similar sentiments had been expressed three years before, when I had worked my passage 

around the world to test out some of the insights that had been being born while I literally 

shovelled shit at Albion Park. That earlier encouragement had come in Rome from then 

close advisers of Paul VI: "What you are doing is the Church  - the "priesthood" - of 50 

years hence." [And I remembered the words of Romano Guardini written shortly after the 

second world war (again I quote from imperfect memory):  

“the new age that was about to be born was to be something absolutely new. Love 

would disappear from the face of the public world. Formal religion would 
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continue but those who really believed would be like strangers wandering in a 

desert; occasionally their paths would cross, they would console each other for a 

time, and then pass on into the darkness alone.”  

 

A few years later, after Paul VI on several occasions had publicly lamented the number of 

priests and religious "leaving the system" as his "crown of thorns", I wrote to him 

through Charles Moeller to remind Paul of the image of the seed bursting; that the future 

of the Church might be being born in part through those very people who - deeply formed 

in the old European vision of Jesus crucified and risen – now, though moving beyond that 

vision, nevertheless took with them the sense of God and Jesus risen they had first 

experienced within those forms. What was eternally of God in that old vision was slowly 

being rediscovered/ reformed in their lives beyond the old seed. Charles told me he gave 

my letter to Paul. The Pope died a few weeks later.   

 

 

still I speak only with hesitancy … no resurrection without first the dying 

 

I tell these things to you not just as stories from the past. They also explain why I am still 

hesitant about speaking here today. 21 years later, I still have to ask, "Even being here, 

am I only further delaying your death to the old ways?" I hope not. But you - and I - have 

to live with that possibility.  

 

The death of our Church and of our civilisation through which we are living is - has to be  

- in a very real sense total. There can be no resurrection until we embrace our dying - 

fully. "Unless the seed falling into the ground die, itself remains alone." We have to be 

very careful before we tell ourselves we have died enough to the old ways of thinking - of 

doing - of being - in Christ.  

 

homilies   … or dialogue ? 

 

There is a third reason for being hesitant about speaking here today. I wonder if homilies 

are the way to speak in and of God. Dialogue - not discourse - is essential if we are to 

hear God clearly today and at least partially fully.  

 

Every time I open my mouth I speak an untruth - an incomplete truth. Only in dialogue 

can we begin to open ourselves to what we - and God - really are. Anything else is ever 

open to producing merely a new dogmatism.  

 

Each of us is a unique image of God. Each of us has something to give, to teach the other; 

each, something to learn from the other . 

 

“Blessed are the cheesemakers” …. “…Only the cheesemakers … ?” 

 

Also, without dialogue how can I be sure you are hearing what I am saying in the way I 

would hope it might be understood.  
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There is a great line (among the many great lines) in Monty Python's Life of Brian; it is 

one which always returns to me whenever I have occasion to speak with/ to others. In that 

film’s portrayal of the sermon on the mount, someone on the periphery of the crowd was 

worried: (again I recall his lines with only an imperfect memory):  

"He said, blessed are the cheesemakers. Why should the ruddy cheesemakers be 

blessed? What about the bootmakers, the tent-makers, the book-makers; can't they 

be blessed too?"  

 

In the central topic I wish to speak about today I fear that some of you will hear not what 

I mean to say. That may be because I say it badly. But it may also be because you will 

listening only out of an already preconceived mind-set. Past - and present - pains can so 

easily set up a static in all our minds distorting what we hear. I hope when I say "the 

peacemakers" you will not be hearing "only the cheesemakers".  My first thought was to 

give as title to today's talk the question: "Only the cheesemakers?" 

 

 

[Or …“Blessed are the Greeks the Romans!” …”Only the Greeks, the Romans ?” 

 

Ever since very early times, we as a Church, so often have been determined to interpret 

the insight and teaching of Saul-Paul as if, immediately before his dream of the man from 

Macedonia asking him to come to them, the apostle to the gentiles had been speaking to 

the very person whose report of the sermon on the mount had been captured by  Monty 

Python. The evangelists got it wrong. Jesus didn’t say, “Blessed are the meek”; he said, 

"Blessed are the Greeks" … ("and, of course, the Romans"). How else can we explain the 

why for so long we have acted as if Paul had intended, not merely to take the 

understanding of the living faith of Abraham and Jesus out of its received Jewish dress, 

but intended, that forever, henceforth, that faith could not properly be understood, nor 

Jesus really be Jesus, unless it/ he were wearing greek  - or roman - clothes. (Much as 

today (2003) some would have us believe that only by seeing life through the rose-

coloured glasses of American culture can one become fully human.)] 

   

an invitation accepted … eventually 

 

18 months ago, when I first came back to Brisbane after fourteen years in my particular 

desert, Peter asked me to speak with you here. But for the reasons just outlined, I was 

hesitant to speak. Also, at that time, I had another journey to make - to the East, to 

Thailand and to India  - and to Israel, and (as it turned out) to Auschwitz and Treblinka.  

 

Recently on my return he tended the invitation once more. I declined. I felt I still was not 

yet ready to speak. I suppose I was also fearful for myself. I have suffered throughout my 

life deeply because of the institution of Roman Catholicism. (Though I have received 

much too.) I suppose I feared  coming too directly into contact with it again in its 

previously organised form, especially if those forms and the people who still used them 

had not yet died deeply enough to their old self-understanding of the faith of Jesus.  
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I do not know most of you here, so I do not know the answer to that question implict in 

my hesitancy.    

 

 … the trigger …  

 

Three weeks ago, the following short paragraph appeared in The Weekend Australian 

(25-26 July):/ 

 Meanwhile, the Vatican said yesterday discrimination against homosexuals was 

sometimes just as there was "no right to homosexuality." 

 

When I first read that in the paper, I "reacted", painfully - angrily. One of the reasons I 

finally contacted Peter and said I would speak today was because of that anger – but, on 

that topic. [I promise to get to the point of today’s sermon soon.]  

 

I hope I have been able to grow a little beyond the anger by now. But the pain is still 

there.  

 

But I know I have to speak.  

 

Grappling with my homosexuality - trying to find its causes - and its proffered "cures" - 

enduring the pain, the loneliness, the rejection and ridicule of the not so silent majority, 

taking others' silences into myself, as the silences of friends/ family had to become my 

silence also, lest their equanimity be disturbed, lest I face further, more explicit rejection 

- accepting their judgment too into myself until I also believed deep down that I had no 

right to exist, surviving - by God's gift, not my  power - the push too often to kill myself - 

all this has been at the core of my life since as a teenager I realised what being 

homosexual in our Church and world meant. (Though I was well aware of my sexual 

orientation since I was three years old or so.)  

 

Until recently I accepted the mind-cast that lies behind the vatican statement. [fter, all I 

had been well indoctrinated into accepting] that homosexuality was a pathological 

psychological state brought on by poor potty training, insufficient prayer and a lack of 

complete trust in God.  

 

Today I no longer accept that analysis.  

 

I have been down all the roads they suggest - and more. I now see the position they 

advance as being not from Jesus but from a particular people and culture that in many 

aspects of itself was and is far removed from Jesus's insight. 

 

 

 … growing towards acceptance … 

 

I had been growing gradually towards this acceptance. I cannot go into, here, all the 

stages I went through in that journey. However, it was a year ago in Israel that the final 

transition into full acceptance of myself began to occur. For it was there that I began to 
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see, vividly, how very very different Jesus, little Jewish boy and later man, was from the 

greek forms - the roman clothes - in/ through which I had received knowledge of him.  

 

…in Israel … 

  

I had gone to Israel asking that I might be able to open myself to whatever the Spirit, the 

person of Jesus was all about. There I saw him, striding over the hills of Galilee, sitting 

on that gentle slope speaking his famous sermon, feeling the hand of his Father in the 

earth, the grass around him, watching the changing moods of that same Father - who was 

also a Mother - as the wind breathed across the lake. I saw him, talking to his mates, 

struggling with what the Spirit in him was pushing him to try to see, to try to say. In a 

little house from a first century Jewish village only recently excavated in the Golan 

Heights, I saw Mary working in her kitchen, and a little boy running down the narrow 

alley-way to the synagogue next door, talking to the local rabbi. Down near the Jordan 

and along the starkness of the Dead Sea I understood the desert intensity of his prayer and 

his temptations - to despair - to pride - to power. [In a hotel in Tel Aviv on the Sabbath of 

the festival of Tisha be 'Av - the memorial of the Destruction of the Temple -  as I saw an 

old man, a youth - whoever was the senior of each particular family - take bread, break it 

and give it to his family then bless the wine and again share that, I understood the context 

in which Jesus had created our eucharist, and probably what its future should be.]  

 

Then I went to the Christian, the Catholic "shrines". And Jesus disappeared, submerged 

beneath the huge, heavy mausoleums of a roman, imperial religion. Constantine's mum 

had arrived and said, "this is where he was born, this is where he was scourged, this is 

where he died. These places must be worthily honoured now he is the religion of the 

empire."   

 

"Look what they have done to my song, Ma."   

 

And then I realized … 

 

Jesus is a Jew ... He is not a Greek … not a Roman .. .his faith, one with the open- ended 

faith of Abraham in the God “Who Is” the creator of all that is.  

 

After failing to touch Jesus dying in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, I knew that, if I 

were ever really to know him, I had to go to the Golgotha of my day, of my civilisation 

… to Auschwitz, to Treblinka ... 

  

… for there …in  Auschwitz …in Treblinka …there, his brothers and sisters had died 

many millions of times over - and the gypsies and the homosexuals and the cerebral 

palsied too.  

 

But, the people who worked the camps, who for a little chocolate or coffee brought back 

those who escaped to be executed the next day, were so often "good" Catholics …  

 

… and their bishops, Pilate-like, stayed silent too!  
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It was there I did know Jesus dying … and …. why he … why they … had had to die …  

 

… and there … lying in the grass behind the great cremation pit at Treblinka … I prayed 

that I might be able to let their spirit enter into me … if they chose to … if God too willed 

it (for that was where alone they lived now) … praying that the spirit of all who had died, 

not only there in Treblinka, but in all those other scared places too dotted across the face 

of Christian Europe … 

  

And then it was that I began to see …       

 

 

Why could all that have happened? 

  

European culture was built from a society that accepted it was right to enslave another 

human being; one of its basic philosophical traditions, stoicism and its related natural law 

ethic (which we so gladly took over into Roman Catholicism as one of the basic ethical 

building blocks of our organised religion)was elitist; it believed it could define what was 

the "essence" of being fully human; women were automatically defined as inferior - 

incomplete men. For a while many theologians defined the blacks, the slaves of the 

Americas - out of humanity altogether. Our ability to "define" gave rise to a form of 

rationalism - of power and social control - that is far removed from the vulnerability and 

nakedness of love, of living in one's own "being" unprotected by any skin or humanly 

contrived definition, living in the core of one's "being" where alone one discovers, 

touches, hears God.  

 

Roman Catholicism, the organised religious expression or form Jesus crucified and risen 

took within that graeco-roman culture, perforce absorbed within itself many of the 

aspects of that culture. It is impossible not to see the Holocaust as the final logical 

application of principles of an unwarranted superiority that have lain at the base of our 

culture since its beginning - and of our anti-semitism that for so long was fed by the 

Church - "let us pray for the perfidious Jews" on the most solemn day of our liturgical 

calendar.  

 

"the kingdom of God is within you" 

 

In recent years I have come to see that it was the experience of the Father from within his 

own being - his own self - "the kingdom of God is within you" - that had allowed Jesus to 

see that God was - is - not constrained by any culture or any tradition. This ultimately I 

believe was why Jesus - like most prophets - had to die. It was living in that faith in that 

One, living God which had enabled him to go to his death as he did on Calvary … which 

had enabled so many of his brother and sisters likewise, in my life-time, to  go into their 

deaths .. unresisting too …  

 

few prophets –- escape their dyings … few “outsiders” too … 
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Like Steve Biko in our day,  Jesus was too big a threat to the "powers", religious, social, 

cultural, political, of his day. It happens in every society, every culture, every religion, 

every profession, every university - in many families - the need to remove, to silence 

those who would question our complacency, our pride in the certainty of our "answers".   

 

Why was Hitler so driven to destroy the Jews? why had we, European Christians so often 

done so too before him .. providing all the precedents he needed?  

 

Anyone who really believes in God can never “fit in” easily, comfortably with those 

wedded to “power”.    

 

“answers” can close a person’s mind to the question - the heart of an entire culture 

or religion  too 

 

To the degree that any of us believe we have the "answers", or that we have some  

God-given right to impose “our answers” onto others,  to that degree we have closed our 

hearts and minds off from the mystery of a creating God.  

 

We cannot live without "answers" of some kind or other.  

 

But, to be too sure that our "answer"  has exhausted the potentiality of God; or, that we 

necessarily have understood properly the "answer" we have received from others: or that 

we have no need to listen for the truth hidden in  another’s “answers” even in those we 

feel most vehemently we must oppose; that way lies grave danger. [There is a whole 

epistemology of truth - of God – of faith in faith - here that needs to be explored 

explicitly some time.]  

 

for each of us, “I” am always remains the question 

 

This realisation that God is discovered - experienced – in every person’s “answer” - but 

first, in the core of my own being – the kingdom of God is within me” – [How else can I 

listen to voice of God within another unless first I hear It within myself?] – also allowed 

me to accept that God can be fully discovered in/ by me only when I have accepted 

myself just as I am now, the way I emerged, and am emerging still, from  His/ Her 

creating hand.  

 

For me that meant accepting the reality of my sexual orientation. Not merely admit that 

reality as something pathological, as my culture and my Church had taught me, 

something to be repressed, distorted, "grown beyond", with the help, a lá The Clockwork 

Orange, of a few little strategically placed electrodes if necessary.  Instead I was to 

accept it, as the gift, the form of life in which God wished to reveal himself to the world 

in and through me.  

 

 

It had taken me a long time.  
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Treblinka had opened the way . Two final steps however still had to be taken. 

 

The semi-final one occurred for me only recently when, in preparation of this sermon,  a 

woman, deeply religious and learned in the Greek Orthodox tradition, wrote to me 

saying, "It is alright for you to accept/ even to admit publicly your homosexuality as real. 

But you can never accept it as “right”. In other words, what she was saying was it was 

never right for any homosexual to “act out” in terms of  his/ her orientation.  

 

 to be and to act  .. or to be but never to act?? 

 

Suddenly, I realised that it was the acceptance of this distinction which had crippled me 

all my life. I saw how much other people had made the rules, by which I had sought to 

live my life for so long. But, that they had made those rules in terms of who they were 

and in terms of their experiences of life as lived within the limitations of their particular 

“orientations”. [If the age-old adage, agere sequitur esse, were correct (that one’s actions 

flow out and express one’s innermost being), then might it not be that  the distinction my 

friend was urging upon me itself seriously flawed/ inadequate?]  

 

the only way forward - accept one’s ignorance 
 

In this, as in so much else, I do not know what is right. Once more I was back in the 

sanitorium in Switzerland.  I know I know God - at least I believe I am aware of His/ Her 

reality, peace, within me. Even though I know I fail Him and Her peace too  - often. But 

wither I am being led, I do not know. Or what turnings my road will take - must take – 

before its end.  

 

I do not know why God wanted me to be born homosexual in my orientation. But, if I 

believe that behind everything that is, there lies an infinite love and wisdom, then, 

somehow or other, there has to be a reason for my being homosexual; just as there has to 

be a reason for everything else that happens; just as there is a reason, a purpose, for each 

person’s existence no matter how “different” they may be from the generality of 

humankind.  

 

Even Jesus - as presented to us by Matthew's gospel (19,12) - accepted that some people 

were created who did not fit the clearly defined male-female stereotypes of Genesis's 

blue-print offered to human kind: "There are eunuchs born that way from their mother's 

womb".  

 

I may not yet know why I am as I am, or what my life is meant to fulfil in and through 

my "gayness". Do any of us every really or fully know and live out the full purpose of 

our lives?  

 

Like Socrates, the only road into whatever wisdom I may arrive at on the question of my 

sexuality, as in most things, is by constantly realising, admitting I am totally ignorant. In 

any case surely before an infinite God we are all always ignorant - ignorant of what God, 

of what life, of what sexuality is or can be. What mysteries has an infinite God still got 
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hidden within all our "certainties"? Everything is too big to be contained in any one little 

definition.  

 

true infallibility 

 

What I do know: neither does the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith know the 

"why" for gays; nor does the philosophical tradition which the Church for so long has 

sought to canonise as the fount of all truth in all matters sexual.  

 

Until the vatican can point to the reasons why any person  - or animal - is born, or 

becomes homosexual, or heterosexual, or bi-sexual, it cannot claim to "understand" 

human sexuality. (And even then there are a hundred other questions about human 

sexuality to be addressed.)  

 

Unless of course it wants to claim some Mosaic type face to face experience in God in 

this matter. Even Cardinal Ratzinger does not seem yet ready to claim that distinction. 

 

Perhaps, some members of the Roman Curia could learn something from what I believe 

was one of John XXIII's more infallible utterances: "They tell me I'm infallible. Well, if I 

am, it is certainly one gift I have no intention of using as long as I am Pope."  

  

 

self-acceptance, the only road to growth … the only road into wisdom … into God 

 

One thing I now know: unless I accept everything that exists as being in God, I cannot 

begin to grow. I must embrace fully who and what I am, loving myself without any 

reservation. Such is part and parcel of the first commandment. To paraphrase 1 John 

4:20:  

if I cannot love the first image of God that, every day of my existence, I feel and 

touch most intimately - if I cannot love myself just as I am - how can I ever claim 

to love God whom I do not touch and see as clearly.  

 

… free at last …” 

 

With the realisation that I was no longer caught in that terrible net of a real existence 

which at the same time was supposed to be intrinsically evil, I felt like a small child-star 

suddenly expelled from the womb of 3000 years of graeco-roman civilisation - and its 

roman catholic expression. Like a comet new-born, streaking across the heavens, I was 

alive! At last I had been born. It was a new-ball game, and I didn't know the rules. But 

God was - and God was love - and in that love Jesus was very, very close. Inside me I 

knew a peace deeper than any I had ever known, a joy, a freedom. No more façades. No 

more denial.  

 

Since then, within me an extraordinary energy/ "creativity" has been released. I begin to 

see things about myself, about the culture - the church - into which I had been born and in 

which I had been formed - deformed.  
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Self-acceptance is central to the "good news" that Jesus was about. We are loved - and 

must seek to love, accept ourselves - and each other - as we are. Any person, any 

ideology, any religion who teaches other than that either explicitly, or more diabolically 

and insidiously by implicit inference, is not of Jesus - is not of God.  

 

That was Luther's great insight [remember his famous aphorism: pecca fortiter,crede 

fortius  which might be loosely translated: “no matter how strongly you sin, believe more 

strongly in the love that is God.”]; the insight into faith we in Trent refused to consider.  

 

And so, for 400 years as a Church we cut ourselves off from the hand of God creating, re-

creating the world each day from within the heart of every human being. So, for 400 

years the Church became that seed I talked of earlier, locked in on itself, cut off from the 

rest of the world, from life.  

 

Until today we struggle to accept within ourselves insights we should have accepted then, 

as well as other even greater ones, this age in God requires of us to receive. No wonder 

the present time is one of turmoil. 

 

 

“Cry Freedom” 

 

About this time, just after, I believe most, though probably not all the major, life-denying 

gorgons inherited from my past had been confronted within me, and I had come to a real 

acceptance of myself, I saw for the first time Cry Freedom that great movie about the life 

and death of Steve Biko. He spoke of how his upbringing had made him accept into 

himself the values of the dominant white society in South Africa. He could "make it" 

provided he knew his place - denied his blackness - was prepared to act as a white man. 

For Biko his conversion - his liberation - came when he realised - accepted - "I am black. 

I am different. I think differently; I walk differently; I dance differently. Black is 

beautiful. Black has as much right to exist - to be itself - as white. There are many colours 

in God and black is one of them."  

 

I realised Stephen Biko was saying of his blackness what I was just beginning to be able 

to say also about my sexuality. I had come to see I have as much right to exist - to live 

out my life - as others whose sexual orientation is otherwise. Homosexual is beautiful. It 

is different. Sure! I will be - do - see - things differently. And that is good. At times being 

hhomosexual is painful. In our predominantly heterosexual world I have often wished I 

might be otherwise: in so many things I have thought my life might have been so much 

easier. Not necessarily richer - God has been very good to me - but I've often felt it 

certainly could have been much, much easier. I guess most of us at some times or other 

wish we might have been born differently. Being heterosexual too often can be painful. 

Some married people have at times expressed to me a wish they could be like me. I have 

thought them mad. But God wanted to be them the way they are, as She/ He wanted to be 

me in my particular way, each for reasons we can only begin to guess at.  
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In South Africa many whites found it impossible to accept the corollary that necessarily 

flowed from Biko's affirmation: "whiteness and godliness do not necessarily go hand in 

hand." That was too big a threat to their sense of their own personal identity. So many 

people from a European cultural background - perhaps it is present everywhere - seem to 

need to "know" they are superior - "we cannot be like other men." So they killed Biko.  

 

The same attitudes exist among many people here and in the Congregation for the 

Doctrine of the Ffaith about homosexuals: "heterosexuality and godliness must go hand 

in hand. Otherwise how can we be sure we are superior?" 

 

why our need for scapegoats? 

 

So many people, every culture, every religion seems to seek its scapegoats. Why? 

Because most people, cultures, religions prefer to serve idols rather than God – idols of 

their particular religion, tribe or nation. They  find it very difficult to accept a simple truth 

about life: everything that exists is a participation in the existence of God.  

 

The scapegoats we choose highlight for all of us those areas of our lives and our cultures 

or our religions where we are wrong/ incomplete. They prove that our religion, or culture 

has not yet embraced the totality of what it means to be human - or the totality of God.  

 

 

“afflicting the comfortable” – one of the central purposes of a life truly lived in God 

  

Perhaps one - but only one - of the reasons in the divine scheme of things why 

homosexuals need to exist, one of the gifts people like me can give to the heterosexual 

world: our very existence challenges others to accept that God is bigger than the world 

they inhabit, the world where they feel comfortable.  

 

I have heard good "liberals" say: "I accept homosexuals. But surely they shouldn't be 

allowed to assert - flaunt - their existence too overtly in our society”; with the immediate 

rationalization offered to disguise/ deny their discomfort and still continuing deepdown 

rejection of homosexual: “Accepting homosexuality in any shape or form so easily could 

corrupt our youth.”  Or the vatican line: "We must accept homosexuals as people, but not 

their sin. They must be "helped" to rise above their sexual deformity."  

 

[Whenever I hear such patronising/ condescending half-acceptance of homosexual 

people, I am reminded of another line often heard emanating from similar comfortable 

“liberal-thinking” members of the middle-class: "It's good for the aborigines to be all 

together over here on the south side of the city. They wouldn't want to live in Clayfield." 

Or, "Now that we have the South Bank complex here perhaps it is time they moved on 

elsewhere - where they would be happier. The people who patronise this huge SVdP 

hostel also are a bit out of place here now."] 

 

I do not say that the homosexual culture as it is presented to us in our cities, in our media 

is universally "good, right, wholesome and availing unto salvation". Nor does it have all 
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the answers in matters sexual - nor homosexual. But, neither has the heterosexual culture 

that permeates our society all the answers.  

 

Nevertheless, perhaps one of the reasons for the existence of homosexuals is that, while 

we, like every human being, must do all we can to “comfort the afflicted”, our very 

existence will ensure that we will “afflict the comfortable and the sensibilities of the 

comfortable” – so fulfilling Dorothy Day’s formulation of the obverse side of Jesus’ great 

injunction to his disciples. [Dorothy Day was one of the really powerful American 

prophets of the last century.]  

 

 

What lies behind the vatican’s attitude to homosexuality, and its obsession concerning 

matters sexual generally? 

  

Look for the scapegoats in any society - or the ones I instinctively exclude in my own life 

- and I will begin to discover that part of creation, that part of God, which society, or I, 

unknowingly perhaps, deny.  

 

Perhaps the official vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith cannot handle the 

guilt of the denial of the human body which lies deeply hidden behind so much of its 

culture.  

 

A great deal of our official church teaching seems unable really to accept that God's 

creative love lies at the heart of each and every human body with all its 

emotions/motions. [Two points the Roman Curia prevailed upon Paul VI to withdraw 

from discussion at the second Vatican Council  were contraception and the celibacy of 

the clergy. (There may have been others. I have been told that the readmission of 

divorced remarried people to the sacraments was another.) On these two matters the Holy 

Spirit could not be trusted to speak through the world's bishops, though in everything else 

(concerning the nature of the Church, the sacraments etc) it was accepted that He/ She 

was so speaking through the bishops. It would be interesting to see a psychologist's/ 

sociologist's analysis of the refusal to allow discussion of these matters. What do they 

reveal about relationships between the vatican's self-conception of its role/ power/ 

authority and its attitude to matters sexual?] 

 
 [Even as I criticise the Church, especially in its received European forms, I do not forget that it was 

through the Church I was first formed - given a "world-view", a tradition that in many, many ways has been 

humanly, spiritually very rich.  

 

I do not forget - though again in spite of its official teachers, but that too was as it had to be - that there I 

first came at 19 years old to a central act of faith - in a God who is love and is truth - a light that has 

sustained me through so much of my journey.  

 

It has been the realisation that that light will again be there no matter how dark the night that has allowed 

me to plunge into the abyss of self-hatred time and again as people/ life forced me to face inside myself so 

many things that have been part and parcel of our history and our church.  

 

It has been that love that has time and again been there as I came out of one my personal hells to draw me 

deeper and deeper into an understanding of what God and love  and life are all about.  
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"Walk as deeply into hell as you are asked. You will learn much."  

 

But the hells have been hell. And many of them having to be entered because of one or other aspect of our 

teaching, at least as it was over the years presented to me by our "official" teachers.  

 

If each culture colours - partially distorts -  the person and teaching of Jesus, so too does the personality, 

the life history of each "official" teacher colour, distort the official teaching he seeks to hand on. (There are 

still no "official" female teachers I believe. But who brings up most of the world's children?)  

 

Perhaps it should be obligatory for every official "teacher" along with their teaching also to make explicit 

to his hearers - as far as it may be possible for him - who he is, and whence he comes in life.  

 

Public confession was once an accepted norm in the Church!  

 

Aspects of it are beginning to return to our culture - and even into our Church. A good thing!  As long as it 

is not forgotten that any  forced public confession can be destructive especially if it ignores the need – or 

denies the freedom - to/ for each person to grow out of fear into peace in their own time.] 

 

 

“there is no right to homosexuality” 

 

And so three weeks ago came the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith asserting 

there is "no right to homosexuality". A few words, and I discovered just how fragile my 

self-acceptance still was. A few words and once more I had to plunge into my personal 

hell. All the pain of 60 years re-focussed. Again I was being told I had no right to exist, 

and that from the highest human authorities in the church. (Though it was not from 

Christ, despite my upbringing which had told me their voice and Christ's were one.) 

 

… and the reaction 

 

 I wrote a letter to The Australian and later one to The Tablet. I realise now I was in 

"reactive" mode. [I know that "reaction" is not considered the most adult way of handling 

any situation. One thing, however, I have found: listening to - following through the pain 

- going into the hell - of one's instinctive reaction often sharpens one's insight very 

clearly. One begins to see through much of the smokescreen often put out to try to cloud 

the real situation.]  

 

…  the advice of friends 

 

Nevertheless, perhaps I should have listened to the voices of some of my friends:  

"Ignore it." "You have suffered too much already because of that institution." 

"Who takes any notice of them in any case?" "They are a dying breed, afraid of 

their dying."  

 All these things were/ are true. Perhaps I should have listened to the voice of Jesus, "Let 

the dead bury the dead", or the advice he gave his disciples in the scriptural text from the 

beginning of his talk: "Leave them alone. They are blind men leading blind men."  But I 

still reacted. I still hurt.  
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… and the excuses ... the cynicism, hypocrisy, complacency … 

 

There were also those other voices seeking to find excuses why no one should respond to 

the evil that Rome had spoken:  

"You cannot expect the bishops to speak out. You know what happened to this 

one or that when he/ we spoke out on a much less significant matter."  

 

  

This too hurt. Its cynicism, hypocrisy, complacency - happy to be part of an institution 

and its structures, but not prepared to stand up and say publicly, "No! you are wrong". 

(Perhaps they do privately. But that is not always sufficient.)   

 

…the political survivalists … 

 

I heard the old political survivalists talking once more: Caiphas,  

"it is better that one man die - one group suffer - lest the whole people be 

destroyed - lest our whole intellectual/ bureaucratic structure collapse";  

once more the bishops in 1930 Germany,  

"if we speak out what will Hitler do to us? [Our property will be confiscated, our 

schools closed, our people imprisoned, our state paid pensions withdrawn.]  

 

 

So, I had an obligation to speak 

 

 At that, I realised if others, whose office requires that they should speak, will not, then I 

must.  

 

Still in my reactive phase, I wrote to The Australian, but The Australian did not publish 

the letter. Perhaps because I signed it 'Luke Skywalker'. Though I had written a covering 

letter with my correct signature, address and phone number explaining that I did not yet 

feel myself capable of carrying on a public controversy at that time. (I am stronger now.) 

It was not a gentle letter: 

 

 The "evil empire" has begun to strike back. So, I - and roughly 10 per cent of the 

human race have no right to exist. Well I suppose if a ten percent margin for error 

is ok for most workers, we must permit it too to our ever loving God. Perhaps I 

should kill myself for not emerging "perfect" from his creating hands. Isn't that 

what Wagner, Hitler, and the Church for so many centuries, really said to the 

Jews: "there is no right to Jewishness". Nor to be homosexuals. "Error has no 

rights", the cant cry for so many centuries - and the related simplistic "natural 

law" theology - as if any mind can contain the mind of God - we thought had been 

thrown into the garbage can of history decades ago by John XXIII and Vatican II. 

Instead, somehow their carcasses seem to have remained rotting somewhere in the 

corridors of the Vatican palaces. People are the subject of rights, not any 

ideology, any "-ality". Institutional, ideological Roman Catholicism as it has 

evolved seems closer to the spirit of imperial Rome, of Pilate, than it is to the 
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spirit of Jesus crucified. Now the "poofter-bashers" of our society can claim a 

semi-papal, almost quasi-divine blessing on their nightly diversions. But then it is 

only a few years since a pope was off blessing Mussolini's armies before they set 

out to slaughter the Abyssinians.  

 

To The Tablet in London I wrote a more restrained letter - well! slightly more restrained 

- expressing similar thoughts: (The Tablet had given a more comprehensive reporting of 

the Roman Congregation's document, aspects of which you will gather from my letter.) 

 So the Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith has declared there is 

"no right to homosexuality."  I wonder has Cardinal Ratzinger yet told God He/ 

She had no right to create the roughly ten percent of the human race who fall 

under the classification "homosexual". There may be good arguments in particular 

cases why certain people should not become adopting/ fostering parents, work as 

teachers, or as soldiers. To try to argue such cases from a false ethical foundation 

highlights the serious inadequacies of the present philosophical/ ethical 

framework  within which the vatican seems to be working.  The doctrine "error 

has no rights" was thrown out by John XXIII and Vatican II, as were those 

simplistic forms of "natural law" theory from which it came. No human mind - 

not even that of Christ in the beatific vision if one accepts Aquinas's arguments on 

this question (Summa Theologiae, III, q.10,a.1) - can "comprehend" the mind of 

God. Human sexuality is one of the most basic drives in our created "being" 

drawing us to transcend the limitations of our individual selves, moving hopefully 

thereby a little further into the infinite possibility that, for us, God is. To reduce 

the nature and purpose of human sexuality merely to one aspect of that 

potentiality, viz. to the reproduction and education of children in a stable marriage 

between a man and a woman is to claim that one has an exhaustive insight into 

human sexuality and its place in the mysteries of God's creation. (After centuries 

of proclaiming precisely that limited insight as being the totality of God's self-

revelation to us in our sexuality, belatedly the Church in Vatican II did accept that 

the mutual love and support of the couple is also one of the primary purposes of 

marriage.) Perhaps a little intellectual humility might allow the members of the 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith to begin to ask of homosexuals what is 

their experience of God's presence in their lives and their sexuality. But if it did, 

in the process it might also open other insights whereby the congregation might 

be able to move out of the dead-end into which its current inadequate "natural-

law" teaching on human sexuality has led it. It might also see them retract this 

extraordinary endorsement their fundamental premise has now effectively given 

to the "poofter-bashers" of our world. People are the subject of rights. 

Homosexuals are created in the image of God too, Cardinal Ratzinger. 

 
[Two asides probably worth raising in relation to points contained in these letters:  

 

1. a change in the way authority understands itself and exercises its role  

  

For the vatican to really accept the line suggested and begin to listen to homosexuals in this matter would in 

turn challenge the way the vatican at present seems to seek to exercise its authority. At present it does not 

seem to be by way of dialogue as Paul VI years ago instructed the Holy Office that it should act. But that 

might mean accepting into itself concepts of the devolution of power, authority, of organisational structures 
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- all corollaries of the Church's fundamental teaching on the principle of subsidiarity - accepting that every 

human heart is itself a source where God's truth may constantly be being revealed - ideas very similar to 

what is being discovered through the basic christian communities in South America.] 

 

2. colonialism 

 

The reference to Abyssinia in the letter to The Australian is not fortuitous. Colonialism was inherent in the 

european "idea" as it is in the still continuing presumption to some monopoly on the insight into truth 

which so often underlies vatican pronouncements. Abyssinians in 1936 were seen as "lesser - uncivilised - 

breeds". Like today's homosexuals they should have been grateful that the remnants of the Germanic Holy 

Roman Empire, the axis around which europe - the world? - is meant to revolve, should have decided to 

take them under its protection, guiding them to the fullness of their humanity. 

 

End of Asides] 

 

 

But, then, I realized one final step still had to be taken … 

 

…  in relation to my self-aceptance of being homosexual:  I had to go public. 

 

john maguire’s “Pink Triangle” 

 

I believe I have a four-fold duty to speak publicly to you here today:  

 

first, honesty demands it - my sexual orientation is homosexual. So If I ma to be honest to 

my self and to you, I must, as they say “come out”.   

 

secondly: I believe deeply, passionately in Jesus, and in the Father - that Infinite Love - 

whom Jesus opened for all of us to experience - the Love the Church too is supposed to 

reflect. At least I think I do, even if I do not always live out the reality of my belief  fully 

enough.  

 

thirdly: at the time of preparing this talk, to my knowledge there has been no public 

rejection by any official person or body in the Catholic Church in this archdiocese 

repudiating the vatican line. So, even though my "reactive" phase is past - I came out of 

hell three nights ago as I worked on the final draft for today's talk - I still felt I should 

accept Peter's invitation and speak here today, as, at least, one voice speaking publicly in 

a parish church in this diocese.  

 

 

And fourthly, I speak today because50 years ago, compatriots of Cardinal Ratzinger 

insisted that people like me should always wear a pink triangle - before they were carted 

off to be gassed and burnt. So, at the present time, when once more we are being told we 

have no right to exist, I must stand, however inadequately, in solidarity with those of my 

brothers who died then, or who today still suffer.  

 

 

And so, speaking here today, symbolically at least, at last I pin my pink triangle to my 

breast. 
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why the official silence? 1 

  

That is too big a question to try to enter now. The Pope has taught what we have all 

known for a long long time, viz that institutions/ structures can be sinful. Even - or 

perhaps especially church structures can be evil. They can destroy good people who 

gradually are sucked into their ways of being and thinking. [I say "especially" church 

structures can be evil, because in the church the evil is so often cloaked over with a 

veneer of virtue: all in the name of love, of charity, of truth!]   

 

To go into all the reasons why any institution but especially a church structure can 

become a source of death, not life, to those it touches would require a separate talk. Just 

one image from the beginning will be sufficient for now. When the orange is dying, the 

skin, desperate in its attempt to continue to be what it has been, becomes hard. We have 

seen this happening in the church world-wide as more and more conservative men are 

appointed, determined we return to our pre-vatican II forms. (There are some exceptions.) 

But the life force today is in those little seeds growing disparately all over the place. 

Institutions - like people - who are dying can rail against their death. Perhaps what the 

vatican needs at present is a visit from Kubler Ross.  

 

[Leonardo Boff said recently: the call to be a Christian once entailed the call to die with 

Jesus. But once the Church got into bed with Constantine - or was it Constantine's Mum? 

- much changed. John XXIII is said to have expressed the hope that Vatican II would 

begin to undo the work that began with the conversion of Constantine. Much would point 

to the fact that God has heard his prayer. But in the meantime Jesus's words are still being 

proved true also: "They stone the prophets, and then two generations down the track they 

build monuments to them." But has anyone the right to use the words of a prophet unless 

they too are prepared to walk the prophet's road? The decision to follow Jesus is always a 

decision to walk to calvary.] 

 

will the vatican listen now? 

 

Will the vatican listen to the cries of the people who have been so deeply hurt by this 

latest document on homosexuality. [In London there have already been violent reactions; 

last week the residence of the papal nuncio, Luigi Barbarito, was invaded by people 

protesting the vatican statement.] Probably not, if one is to judge by the approach they so 

often have taken in recent years to any voice that dissents from their own.  

 

[However, no matter how much the Vatican or individual members of the hierarchy 

world-wide may choose the betrayal of silence as so often has happened in the past on so 

                                                         
1 Since speaking I have discovered that two years ago the diocesan justice and peace commission in 

Brisbane spoke out in the local press and before the Criminal Justice Commission on the need to recognise 

homosexuals as people with their right to exist and to live their lives. But it is one thing for a church 

commission to criticise the secular government. It means little if it does not also - and first - turn its 

attention to the Church to ask it too to set its own house in order. 
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many issues, it would be equally wrong on our part if we were ever to allow the Vatican, 

or the bishops, to forget, how often many who have delighted in publicly denigrating 

homosexuals when an opportunity presented itself, and others who have delighted in 

inciting, and in participating in “poofter bashings”, time and again have later used the 

vatican’s teaching on homosexuality as justification for their actions. I do not believe it is 

drawing too long a bow to suggest that such dumb-founded members of the hierarchy in 

many cases must take at least a shared responsibility for helping create and sustain a 

social milieu which encourages serious social misfits to murder know “gays”? 

 

It has been suggested in some quarters that if the vatican does not reconsider its present 

flawed and dangerous directive then there will be nothing for it but for a policy of 

"outing" to be put into effect, cruel and destructive as such a policy can be, naming all the 

clerics -popes, cardinals, archbishops, bishops and clergy who themselves are known to 

be or have been homosexual and who have not objected to the present teaching.  

 

I hope that does not happen. All people - even members of the vatican curia - should be 

allowed to come to the full acceptance of themselves and their sexuality in their own 

time. And that can be a long and painful road. Bruised reeds can so easily be broken, 

pushed into total despair. I know that.  

 

But, Jesus did not let his compassion for the broken reed soften his stand against the 

powerful of whom it is sometimes argued "they need time to change." As long as the 

powerful used their positions to destroy, to lay intolerable burdens upon, the weak, Jesus 

seems to have decided that the best hope for changing the powerful lay in direct 

confrontation. Even on the policy of "outing" he may have given us a precedent.  When I 

was in the seminary scripture scholars of that time suggested that when Jesus doodled in 

the dust after he had suggested that he who was without sin cast the first stone at the 

woman taken in adultery, in fact what he was writing were the secret sins of her 

accusers..."And starting from the eldest they began to leave...." Who knows? If he did, he 

did it gently, giving her accusers a chance quietly to slip away and reflect on their own 

lives. But then we have no record left to really know. Like water, dust does not for long 

hold the forms we place upon it. 

 

Regardless of whether a tactic of outing should be adopted or not, one thing, however, is 

certain: sometimes the only voice people of power will attend to is itself the voice of 

power. A difficult/ dangerous weapon to use. One must be deeply in love – in love also 

with the sinner - to wield it rightly.  

 

Pat Keegan was one such man. Years ago during the Vatican Council - he was one of the 

laity appointed to the Council by Paul VI -  one of the documents before the council was 

being discussed by the particular commission to which Pat had been appointed. They 

were examining the section to do with the place of the laity in the church. The document, 

prepared in Rome still saw laypeople in the earlier "pay, pray, obey" model. Pat and 

several bishops objected. But the curial "heavies" and their supporters would not be 

moved: a fundamental revision of the document would not be tolerated. That evening Pat 

invited the Rome correspondents of The New York Times and the Manchester (now 
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London) Guardian to dinner. He gave them a background briefing of all the shonky deals 

several members of the commission had been involved in over the years. They could 

write the story, but it had to be kept on file until Pat gave the ok to publish. It might mean 

the story would have to be killed completely. (These three men shared a mutual trust 

which Pat knew would not be dishonoured.)  The next day at the commission Pat again 

asked for a rewrite. Again he was refused. So he said OK. You say it is a matter of truth 

that is involved. If it is, and not a matter of mere power - then I presume you will be 

happy that the truth tomorrow will be flashed across the world on the details of various 

matters. He recounted the conversations of the previous evening. The document was 

rewritten. I have often wondered if Pat - with his extraordinary love for people and for 

the Church, his knowledge of life, his political skills, and his courage - had not been in 

vatican II would the shell of the seed have been effectively enough broken to allow it to 

germinate as healthily and wholly as it did. But then in the Spirit he was there - and 

prepared for the work he had to do.] 

 

 

to return whence we began: should I have spoken here today?  

 

One man when told of what I would speak challenged my right to do so: "how do you 

know you are right?"  

 

I don't. I am not infallible.  But, after a lifetime of submission to the line proclaimed by 

the vatican, I do know the peace that acceptance of myself - of my inner - socratic - 

ignorance in God - has now given. When the man born blind was cured by Jesus the 

religious leaders of his day told the former beggar he must not talk about what had been 

done in/ for him. Jesus could not be a good man; he had broken their most sacrosanct, 

God-given rule, the sabbath rest. The no-longer-blind man could only reply: "I don't 

know if he is a good man - but can a bad man do what he has done for me? This I do 

know: once I was blind; now I see."  Will speaking the way I have done today only stir 

up hatred, division? I hope not. But then, as today's gospel reminds us, if it has to be so, 

then so be it. But I hope this will not be the outcome.  

 

 

who are the cheesemakers? … who really are the subjects of today’s talk?  

 

"Blessed are the cheesemakers!” … “Only the homosexuals?" Is that what you have 

heard today?  I hope not. Today's homily has only incidentally been about homosexuality. 

Its major theme has been, I hope, life. More importantly it was about death, the death we 

must embrace if we are to embrace life. The central christian insight.  

 

It is not just the cheesemakers, the homosexuals who may enter into the kingdom. 

Blessed too are the wine-makers, the bootmakers, the book-makers, the heterosexuals, 

and the bi-sexuals, those who are drawn to paedophilia, the victims of incest - and its 

perpetrators, the blacks, and the broken, the children with Downs syndrome and cerebral 

palsy, the alcoholics, the unhappily married, the divorcees. 
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Even the members of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith may enter.  

 

But each only in their weakness.  

 

 a Church of power … or of weakness … or of a power that can be discovered only 

in weakness? 

 

It was only after Constantine that the church became the church of the powerful. Before 

that it was despised as the church of slaves - in which some of the ruling classes also had 

found God, peace, acceptance, love. According to, if not one person's definition then 

according to someone else's, - according to those who consider themselves "powerful" in 

one way or another - all of us are incomplete, "intrinsically disordered". In His/ Her 

wisdom God has left everyone of us "incomplete" in some way or other. When we are 

honest in/ to our selves each of us knows our own individual incompleteness. There are 

of course some who, less fortunate than others, do not recognise their weakness, their 

essential poverty. Sure of their identities, "I am not like the rest of men." Perhaps they are 

the poorest of us all. Being weak, as Paul recognised, is our strength. It is in our 

weakness that our gift shines through. When the bread is broken then we know Jesus 

risen.  

 

 

 

Brute beauty and valour and act, oh air, pride, plume here 

     Buckle! AND the fire that breaks from thee then, a billion 

Times told lovelier, more dangerous, O my chevalier! 

 

    No wonder of it: shéer plód makes plough down sillion 

Shine, and blue-bleak embers, ah my dear, 

   Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-vermilion. 

 

(Gerard Manley Hopkins, The Windhover: To Christ Our Lord) 

 

There are so many examples: Vincent, "how you suffered for your sanity", but you did 

share with me the vision of the fire of God you had seen in the wheat field; Beethoven, 

you went deaf, but then you heard sounds no one else had heard, and you gave us the last 

movement of your 9th symphony; Michaelangelo, part way into finding your David, 

inside his marble block you discovered the block itself was flawed, so David's torso had 

to turn, till you revealed that extraordinary image of youth, and beauty and power hidden 

there; Ray Charles, you may be blind, but your fingers, your voice help me see.  

 

Can we enjoy, use anyone's gift and still seek to deny the other side of the one coin 

whence that person's gift has come, to which it intrinsically is tied? Can I enjoy a night 

being part of an Elton John concert, and then resort to a little poofter-bashing on the way 

home, or seek to hold my clothes a little tighter round me lest I nearly brush against a 

gay, a druggie as I leave the concert hall?   
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Perhaps, the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith would like us to destroy all the 

works of art, all the literature, all the music ever created by a "gay". Perhaps the RSL 

should hand back the victor's laurels from El Alemain to Rommel. Perhaps the Australian 

who took a hammer to the vatican's Pietá  had the right idea after all.  

 

Where does the party stop, Cardinal Ratzinger? If we are to be logical about your concept 

of homosexuality, surely we must reject everything that people with "an objective moral 

disorder" themselves create. People are organic units, Cardinal Ratzinger, not machines 

whose various functions can be departmentalised at your will. 

 

the central need for love …  

 

We are all broken - all incomplete. "Now Moses was the most humble of men, the 

humblest man on earth" - and so he of all men saw the face of the Lord. When we know 

we are nothing - when we know we are totally dependent, then we can begin, 

consciously, to be in God - to see the God within. We all need love.  

 

Being weak, incomplete, helpless makes us realise this. "Lord save me. I perish" - Peter's 

cry has to be our cry too. In the quite aloneness of our own despair we must say it to God. 

We must say it to ourselves. We must say it too to each other.  

  

… that three-fold love …. 

 

The three sides of the human mystery: me, you, God.  

 

Three loves, each one like unto the other, yet each one distinct. Get one or other out of 

kilter, deny its necessity, or transfer the centrality of one of these loves onto either of the 

others and we destroy ourselves - or others.  

 

[Our tradition usually has spoken of only two of these loves as equally necessary: love of 

God and love of our neighbour. Jesus did not ignore the third; but it was the one he took 

for granted - as most of the Mediterranean cultures do: egoismo, love of yourself. But it is 

there in Jesus: "love others as you love yourself."]  

 

A difficult trinity this - especially so since love and truth are the one reality.  

 

For me I suppose loving myself has been the hardest and the last of the trinity to begin to 

arrive. But then, as in every love, the joy, the peace, the strength begins!  Cardinal 

Ratzinger, others may still judge condemn me/ us monstrous, incomplete, intrinsically 

disordered. But it is the way I/ we have emerged from the hand of God. When we know 

we live in love, the love that is God, the love that is you, the love that is me, we can 

disregard them. No longer do we merely have to "endure" our cross, we begin, as one of 

today's readings tells, to exult in it for the gift of God it is in/ to us - and through us, I 

hope also to each other.  
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For that is all each of us is … each a unique gift of God …to ourselves … to each other 

… each the single unique gift we can give back to God … by being our selves … by 

accepting our selves … by growing thereby more fully into our Selves . 

 

 

 **************** 

 

 
 


